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ABSTRACT
Simple username/password logins are widely used on the
web, but are susceptible to multiple security issues, such as
database leaks, phishing, and password re-use. Two-factor
authentication is one way to mitigate these issues, but suffers
from low user acceptance due to (perceived) additional effort.
We introduce SecuriCast, a method to provide two-factor
authentication using WebBluetooth as a secondary channel
between an unmodified web browser and the user’s smartphone. Depending on the usage scenario and the desired level
of security, no device switch and only minimal additional
interaction is required from the user. We analyse SecuriCast
based on the framework by Bonneau et al., briefly report on
results from a user study with 30 participants demonstrating performance and perceived usability of SecuriCast, and
discuss possible attack scenarios and extensions.
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INTRODUCTION & RELATED WORK

Access to today’s ubiquitous web services is mostly controlled by a single authentication factor, usually in the form
of a username/password combination. Given that a single
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Figure 1: Using SecuriCast in notify mode to confirm twofactor authentication via a smartwatch.

person can easily have dozens of different web-service accounts, average users are often overwhelmed by the complexity of managing these accounts. Consequently, they usually
try to reduce the required effort, e.g. by recycling the same
password for multiple services. In fact, about 55% of users
confirm to re-use at least one of their passwords [6].
While understandable, this behavior opens up several security risks. Account databases are regularly hacked and
leaked online. For example, the recent Collection#1 breach
contained around 2.7 billion records [13]. Low-complexity
passwords or those stored in databases with insufficient protection can easily be brute-forced by adversaries, and re-used
credentials then open the gates for abuse. Phishing attacks
via spam mails are also widely used to collect account data
from unsuspecting users, leading to similar issues.
Two-factor authentication (TFA) is one approach to counter
these issues. In addition to regular username/password combination, a second authentication factor shall verify that the
person trying to authenticate at the service is indeed the
legitimate user. TFA generally tries to verify a physical quantity that can not easily be stolen or leaked online. It can use
biometric measures as the second factor, but a more common
approach is to verify possession of a physical token. The
latter approach is prevalent today, as many people already
carry a suitable, almost omnipresent token – namely, their
smartphone. A dedicated app generates one-time passwords
that the user has to enter within a short time window after
the regular login process, thereby verifying that, indeed, the
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same person has access to a) the account credentials, and b)
the smartphone. Unfortunately, only few people seem prepared to shoulder the added effort for TFA, however small
it may be. For example, in 2015, it was estimated that about
6.5% of Google accounts use TFA [19], and it is unlikely that
this number has significantly increased since then.
We introduce SecuriCast, a TFA method that requires minimal user interaction beyond the normal login and automatically verifies the second factor via a parallel communications
channel (WebBluetooth) between the browser and the user’s
smartphone. In particular, our approach does not require the
user to switch devices during the login process. If desired, an
additional level of security against co-located attackers can
be introduced by requiring the user to verify a set of four
keywords before the second factor is delivered. SecuriCast
does not require installation of dedicated software or plugins
in the browser, and can consequently be used in any environment such as an Internet café. Related Work In general,
two-factor authentication was first established as a means
to secure banking transactions. It received broader attention
when Google [10], and other major Internet companies such
as Apple or Facebook developed variants [2, 22]. Various
research projects already have attempted to simplify the TFA
process to foster adoption.
Scanning Visual Codes Quick-Response (QR) codes easen
the transmission of challenges and responses between browser and smartphone. As two good examples, Dodson et al.
proposed Snap2Pass [8] and van Rijswijk and van Dijk proposed Tiqr [24]. Their approach avoids sending data, which
protects against nearby adversaries, and saves battery. However, the user must still start the app, focus, and scan the QR
code, which becomes a dull task in the long run.
Typing PINs The Google Authenticator (GA) app is representative for a wide range of existing one-time-passwordbased TFA protocols (further examples include, e.g., [1, 11]).
All such apps require an initial setup step to exchange a
cryptographic secret between the web service and the user’s
smartphone which is then used to generate the one-time
passwords, usually via scanning a QR code. Later during
login, the user has to start the GA app on their device and
type the generated six-digit pin in a browser dialog, which is
a small, but – in the long run, across web services – tedious
process. Moreover, while phishing is an immanent risk to various protocols, OTP-based protocols open another potential
attack angle: after obtaining the first factor, attackers “phish”
the second one by simply asking their victims to forward
the received SMS code [16]. This social risk is mitigated for
WiFi-based solutions where no obvious notification occurs.
In 2016, Google [14] added push notifications for compatible smartphones to enhance user-friendliness; a similar
approach had been introduced before in Duo Push [9]. After
registration, a push notification with IP, homepage, and time
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is sent to the device on each login event, which can be either approved or denied by the user, both with one tap. The
approach advances usability, but needs Internet or cellular
access for the phone.
Interaction-free TFA Mechanisms. PhoneAuth [7], Knock x
Knock [12], and Sound-Proof [15] are phone-based challengeresponse mechanisms that try to avoid user interaction for
the second factor. PhoneAuth needs a modified version of
the GA plus a Chrome browser with a custom extension. The
protocol offers a strict mode that enforces a cryptographically secure second factor, and an opportunistic mode that
uses the second factor only if possible, but omits it otherwise
and provides feedback to the user about login attempts. The
opportunistic fallback to one factor is a clear drawback, and
demands knowledgeable users.
Knock x Knock already uses Bluetooth Low Energy to
transmit challenges. However, this approach requires both
an application and a browser plugin on the local machine, and
is consequently only suited for personally owned computers.
Sound-Proof compares the ambient sound of the user’s
environment on the computer with the browser and the
smartphone for authentication. The approach clearly benefits the usability; however, recording environment sound
introduces privacy risks. Moreover, this approach cannot
protect against man-in-the-middle, phishing, or co-located
adversaries; plus, it is difficult to deploy at scale.
Other Approaches Many more smartphone-based TFA schemes
exist in the literature. Some concern transaction via untrusted browsers, e.g., PhoolProof by Parno et al. [20], Starnberger et al.’s QR-TAN [23], or Mannan and van Oorschot’s
MP-Auth [18]. Others include full protocol suites, such as that
by Shirvanian et al. [21]; their variants with low interaction
employ Bluetooth or WiFi, but require an extended version
of the browser. Despite this large body of work, we are unaware of any two-factor protocols that enable authentication
with little additional interaction in arbitrary environments
(non-modifiable browser, lack of Internet connectivity, etc.).
It is this gap that SecuriCast aims to address.
2

THREAT MODEL

The primary threat that SecuriCast is designed to defend
against is password leakage. Thus, we assume that an adversary can obtain the user’s login and plaintext password,
either through a phishing scheme, a database leak, or a key
logger. We optionally also consider the strong assumption
that an adversary could identify the user personally and be
in sufficient physical proximity so that Bluetooth communication can be passively observed, or even actively generated.
We currently do not address scenarios wherein the adversary
knows the user’s credentials and simultaneously has full control over the user’s smartphone (either through theft while
unlocked, or via malware). Regarding the environment, we
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Figure 2: Sequence diagram of the TFA process with notification. Note that for zero-touch mode, the user interaction contained
in the dashed green box is omitted and the second factor is immediately sent to the browser.

do not assume that the user is able to modify the computer
they use (e.g. by installing browser plugins), and only assume
that a recent version of the Chrome browser is used. We also
consider the potential for a Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack
in which the attacker disrupts Bluetooth communication.
3

SECURICAST IMPLEMENTATION

SecuriCast consists of three main components: the service
provider who wants to authenticate the user, a browser with
WebBluetooth support (Chrome 53+) for the login process,
and the user’s smartphone with the SecuriCast app that
provides the second factor. We have implemented SecuriCast
based on the open-source Google Authenticator framework
[26]. Our implementation includes an app for Android 6.0+
with QR-code support for the setup, a login frontend for the
browser with WebBluetooth support written in JavaScript,
and an authentication backend based on Java servlets. Source
code is available at https://github.com/mmbuw/securicast.
To use SecuriCast, the user first has to complete a onetime setup process to register their individual app instance
with the service provider.We assume that this initial one-time
setup process is conducted in a secure environment where
the QR codes with symmetric encryption keys can be read
only by the user. The setup has to be completed once for
each service provider identified by a unique identifier sid that
concatenates its target domain name and username. All communication between the browser and the service provider
is encrypted using the industry-standard TLS protocol v1.3.

For the service provider, the server-side integration effort is
the same as for the existing GA.
After the setup, SecuriCast can be used in any environment that provides a WebBluetooth-supporting browser. This
includes personal computers, but also “borrowed” machines,
e.g., in an Internet café. As Bluetooth Low Energy and, thus,
WebBluetooth lack encryption by default for standard connections in the GATT protocol, a symmetric key kwbt is exchanged during the setup process, and is used to encrypt the
communication between the browser and the smartphone
during authentication. SecuriCast uses AES-256-GCM with
standard random 96-bit nonce and 128-bit tag sizes to prevent sniffing attacks. The second factor uses a custom BTLE
service ID, that is also used by the browser to show only
those devices for connection that offer this specific service.
SecuriCast supports two modes: a “zero-touch” mode that
avoids any device switch or additional interaction from the
user except initiating the WebBluetooth connection, and a
“notify” mode wherein the user can compare four keywords
to verify the authentication attempt (see Figure 2 for a detailed sequence diagram). As SecuriCast is based on the GA,
the second factor is also displayed in the app as a six-digit
PIN that can be entered manually as a fallback option, e.g., if
no Bluetooth module is available or if a co-located attacker
disrupts wireless communications. As with any TFA solution
that uses a separate device, a loss of power on this device or
a loss of it will prevent the user from authenticating. Mitigating this issue is beyond the scope of our work.
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The two modes of SecuriCast support two levels of security, with a corresponding usability trade-off. The zerotouch mode requires no device switch and only three additional clicks (1. start Bluetooth discovery, 2. select a target
device, and 3. initiate the connection), but cannot fully protect against a co-located adversary with prior knowledge of
the user. In this specific targeted attack scenario, the adversary already has gained access to the first factor, e.g. through
a phishing email or a database leak. If the adversary can then
a) personally identify the targeted user and b) be in physical
proximity to this user, they could login with the stolen first
factor, and also remotely employ the user’s SecuriCast app as
second factor without the user’s knowledge, as the browser
does not have to identify itself to the smartphone.
If users also want protection against such advanced attacks, they can utilize the notify mode. Here, the smartphone
(or connected smartwatch) shows a notification when the
second factor is requested. The notification consists of four
pictureable words (e.g. “cat” or “house” that can be associated
with images and are therefore easier to remember than random words) which are also displayed in the browser while
the login process waits for the second factor. We select 4
words from a pool of 1000 to avoid overloading the users’
short-term memory while still providing reasonable security
against guessing attacks with 1012 possible combinations. If
the words match, the user can confirm the notification with
a single tap (see also Figure 1) to continue. Otherwise, they
can deny the login attempt, also with one tap.
Even if the adversary also installs the SecuriCast app, they
will still lack the private key and thus cannot generate correct one-time passwords. On the other hand, if an adversary
solely gains access to the user’s smartphone, e.g. by theft,
they will be unable to use SecuriCast without also having
access to the first login factor (i.e., username and password).
4

USER STUDY

We have evaluated the usability of SecuriCast in a lab-based
user study. Our study was conducted with 30 volunteer participants recruited from employees and students of our local
university who did not receive any compensation for their
participation. They had a mean age of 25.4 years (six female, 24 male) and 28 had a background in computer science.
After completing a consent form and demographic questionnaire, the users were briefed about TFA and the general
study content. Then, they had to complete three login tasks
(counterbalanced by latin-square order) on a laptop with a
second authentication factor: using Google Authenticator,
SecuriCast (zero-touch), and SecuriCast (notify). First, the
users had to complete a regular website login with a given
username and password (identical for all tasks, provided on
the instruction sheet). Next, they had to provide the second
authentication factor, either by triggering the SecuriCast
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authentication or by entering the six-digit PIN from Google
Authenticator. For SecuriCast, the users had to select and
confirm the smartphone connection in a pop-up; in notify
mode, they further had to compare and confirm the four
picturable words shown on the login page and on the smartphone (see also Figure 1). The study concluded with a short
semi-structured interview. All tests were conducted on a laptop with an unlocked Moto E (2nd gen.) smartphone placed
besides the keyboard.
After each task, the participants were asked to complete an
SUS questionnaire [4]. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test showed
that the data is not normally distributed. While a subsequent
Friedman test showed no significant differences between the
modes (p = 0.228, z = 2.960, r = 0.54), descriptively, both
SecuriCast modes received higher ratings (median 87.5) than
Google Authenticator (median 82.5). In the post-task interview, participants were asked which mode they prefer, and
why. 15 users preferred SecuriCast (zero-touch), nine SecuriCast (notify), and six Google Authenticator. The informal
feedback suggests that a) users felt positive about the usability of SecuriCast when compared to GA, b) it is important to
leave users a choice of the mode depending on the situation,
and c) a hybrid mode that shows a plain notification without
keyword comparison could further increase adoption.
As the first factor was identical for all iterations of our
study, we disregarded the time for entering the standard credentials. We logged the time after the first factor had been
completed, and after the second factor had been received. In
this time, users had to a) read and enter a PIN code (GA), or b)
select the smartphone from the Bluetooth device list (SecuriCast zero-touch), or c) select the smartphone and compare
the four words in the notification (SecuriCast notify).
We observed that SecuriCast (zero-touch) offers slightly
better performance (x̄ = 15.46s, SD = 6.60) than Google
Authenticator (x̄ = 18.52s, SD = 8.44), although not on a
statistically significant level. The small difference is likely
due to the additional interaction currently needed for setting up the Bluetooth connection, which may disappear in
future versions of WebBluetooth. Moreover, participants
tended to re-check the instruction sheet more often for SecuriCast, which may explain an additional small delay. Using SecuriCast (notify) takes longer than both other modes
(p < 0.001, x̄ = 25.85s, SD = 14.33), however, this difference
is likely due to the relatively unfamiliar process of comparing
four keywords and would decrease with practice.
5

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

We analyze SecuriCast in the framework for web-authentication methods by Bonneau et al. [3]. It introduces 25 features
grouped into Usability, Deployability, and Security. For each
feature, a scheme can receive up to two points, which yields a
hypothetical maximum of 50 points. For the existing systems
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29
28
32
28
30

14 5 33
13 7 33

Table 1: Comparison of TFA methods in the framework by Bonneau et al.; each column represents a feature that
can be rated as given (•, 2 pt.), quasi-given (◦, 1 pt.), or as absent (-). Ratings from [7] (with shaded background)
have been adjusted downwards from their original source to be consistent with [3,15,17]. R.-t. = Resilient-to.
(YubiKey, GA, SoundProof, and PhoneAuth), we took their
self-assigned ratings from the respective publications (see
Table 1). For the feature Scalable-for-Users, we have adjusted
the existing ratings to zero to all schemes, as users are still
required to remember individual credentials for each service;
none of the present schemes scales to hundreds of services
– as has also been discussed by Bonneau et al.; similarly, all
discussed schemes need at least minor modifications to the
backend, and can therefore not be rated as Server-Compatible.
For detailed descriptions of the features and criteria for gradings, we refer to [3]. Hereupon, we focus on the aspects
where we have rated SecuriCast differently than GA.
Efficient-to-Use. As the user has to neither switch to a
different device, nor to type TOTP numbers, SecuriCast (zerotouch) is more efficient to use than GA. Since SecuriCast
(notify) still requires at least an attention switch to the device,
we rate it approximately equivalent to GA here.
Accessible. We rated SecuriCast (zero-touch) as fully Accessible, as it does not add interaction modalities. Users who
can interact with the browser can also use SecuriCast (zerotouch), regardless of physical limitations; GA and SecuriCast
(notify), however, need a switch to another device.
Mature. Since neither SecuriCast nor PhoneAuth or SoundProof have been used in large-scale deployments, they have
not been rated as Mature, in contrast to GA and YubiKey.
Non-Proprietary. GA is considered proprietary, as only an
older version is available as open-source. The other schemes
could be re-implemented based on their publications (except
for YubiKey); SecuriCast is fully open-source.
Resilient-to-Physical-Observation. Shoulder-surfing can reveal the user’s PIN in the case of GA. With SecuriCast, however, the password is never visible to the adversary.

Resilient-to-Targeted-Impersonation. For SecuriCast (zerotouch), a co-located attacker could surreptitiously access the
user’s smartphone with their own browser and thereby gain
access to the second authentication factor. However, SecuriCast (notify) is able to defend against all types of co-located
attacks, and is therefore rated as being fully resilient.
Resilient-to-Internal-Observation. Adversaries that are able
to capture the user’s keyboard input can gain access to a
service using GA if the second factor is used in a short time
frame. Since both SecuriCast modes avoid keyboard input
for the second authentication factor, they resist such attacks.
Resilient-to-Phishing. Both SecuriCast modes can only partially resist sophisticated phishing attacks. If an adversary
gained control over the channel between the user’s browser
and the service provider (including TLS), they could intercept
one-time passwords to authenticate in a parallel session.
Both SecuriCast modes arrive at a final rating of 33 points.
The ratings reflect the slightly higher usability and deployability for the zero-touch, and higher security (particularly
against co-located adversaries) for the notify mode. Their different interactions cannot be represented in this framework
currently, as both modes need at least some user interaction
(i.e., for the first factor). Both methods are on par or better
to widely used commercial offerings, and can therefore be
considered suitable for usage in real-world environments.
6

DISCUSSION & FUTURE WORK

One limitation of our approach is that WebBluetooth currently prohibits connections without user interaction. This
requirement from the current standard draft is designed to
prevent unauthorized websites from trying to connect to devices without user consent [27]. Since WebBluetooth is still
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under development, future versions may allow unsupervised
connections from trusted websites to known devices.
While WebBluetooth is currently supported only by Google
Chrome 53+, its market share and auto-update feature provide a broad support base. Moreover, WebBluetooth is to
become a W3C standard and is likely to be integrated into all
major browsers. As a future alternative, the recently finished
WebAuthentication standard [25] also allows for BTLE as a
transport protocol. As both follow a similar control flow, it
should be easily possible to adapt SecuriCast to the standard.
Many devices use their model designation as default Bluetooth name. If SecuriCast should gain wider adoption, choosing the correct device might become a source of errors. This
can be partly mitigated when users select unique device
names, but cannot fully prevent misconnections. As all Bluetooth communication is encrypted with AES-256-GCM under
a secret key, connecting to the wrong smartphone would
not compromise security, as the transmitted data from an
erroneously selected device could not be decrypted properly.
The user feedback suggested a third, hybrid, mode that
only requests a user confirmation before authentication, but
avoids the keyword comparison. This would assuage users
who felt insecure with the zero-touch mode, while still saving
them time. This mode would also fit well in a smartwatchbased scenario, where a quick confirmation can be issued
directly from the watch. Finally, we plan to conduct an additional study that will focus on participants with less security
experience and examine their mental models of the TFA process, similar to the study in [5]. In parallel, a longer-term
study in an everyday context could yield further insights.
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